
2021 PAGEANT COMPETITION 
 

We will open the Pageant with an easy and fun dance with all participants. 

 

After the opening number, we will hold the cutest baby competition. The cutest Prince and 

Princess will be crowned immediately. 

 

***All ages (2 & up) will be required to have 2 Outfits:*** 

1. Outfit of choice (OOC)- Highlights the contestants personality, hobbies, interests, etc. 

2. Formal attire- Teen and Ms contestants must have a floor length dress/gown. 

 

Following the cutest baby contest, each contestant will enter the stage one at a time for both 

OOC and Formal attire. Each contestant will model, turn in the center of the stage, and continue 

to other points. Each contestant will be judged on confidence, overall appearance, and 

personality.  

 

Teen and Ms contestants will be interviewed prior to the pageant. Professional interview wear is 

highly recommended. Teen and Ms contestants will also be required to answer an onstage 

question which will be provided by our panel of judges. 

 

After the onstage questions for Teen and Ms divisions, scores will be tallied, then we will bring 

all contestants on stage for crowning. 

 

All pageant contestants are encouraged to help with stage decorating. Volunteering is not 

required, nor will it affect your score. However, it helps the director and other volunteers if there 

are more people to help out! 

 

On Saturday, July 24th all Pageant contestants are invited to walk in the parade with the new 

2021 Deltana Fair Royalty. Winners from all age groups are REQUIRED to participate in the 

parade and ride on the float. The Ms and Miss Teen titleholders should be present for the 

remainder for the Deltana Fair weekend. 

 

 

  



Schedule: 
 

Location for all practices/events is the Loretta building at the Deltana Fairgrounds.  

 

Practices will be held July 20th, 21st, and 22nd at 6pm.  

(Contestants are required to attend at least 1 of the 3 practices) 

 

The Miss Deltana Pageant will take place Friday, July 23rd. 

 - 12PM – Interview for Teen and Ms Contestants 

 - 3PM – 4PM Deltana’s Cutest Baby Signups 

 - 4PM – Miss Deltana Pageant begins! 

 - Opening Number 

 - Deltana’s Cutest Baby 

 - Outfit of Choice, all divisions 

 - Entertainment (break for contestants to change into formal wear) 

 - Formal Wear, all divisions 

 - Onstage Question, Teen & Miss Only 

 - Entertainment (break for scores to be calculated) 

 - Crowning, by division 

 

 

 

 


